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Abstract
Standard artificial neural networks (ANNs), loosely based on the structure of columns in
the cortex, model key cognitive aspects of brain function such as learning and
classification, but do not model the affective (emotional) aspects of brain function.
However these are a key feature of the brain (the associated ‘ascending systems’ have
been hard-wired into the brain by evolutionary processes). These emotions are associated
with memories when neuromodulators such as dopamine and noradrenaline affect entire
patterns of synaptically activated neurons. Here we present a bio-inspired ANN
architecture which we call a Salience-Affected Neural Network (SANN), which, at the
same time as local network processing of task-specific information, includes non-local
salience (significance) effects responding to an input salience signal. During pattern
recognition, inputs similar to the salience-affected inputs in the training data will
produce reverse salience signals corresponding to those experienced when the memories
were laid down. In addition, training with salience affects the weights of connections
between nodes, and improves the overall accuracy of a classification of images similar to
the salience-tagged input after just a single iteration of training. Note that we are not
aiming to present an accurate model of the biological salience system; rather we present
an artificial neural network inspired by those biological systems in the human brain, that
has unique strengths.
Glossary
AI = artificial intelligence
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AND = affective neural darwinism [28]
ANN = artificial neural network [28]
BBD = brain-based device [22]
MNF = non-negative matrix factorization [49]
MSE = mean squared error
NN = neural network
RNN = recurrent neural network
SANN = salience-affected neural network
SNN = spiking neural network
1. Introduction
Some aspects of human cognition, such as the ability to learn and classify input signals,
can be modelled with artificial neural networks (ANN). However, standard ANNs do not
incorporate the non-specific, diffuse dispersion of neuromodulators in the cortex. The
presence of neuromodulators in the cortex, originating from the arousal system, allow
memories to be tagged with emotion and salience. In this paper we present a Salience
Affected Neural Network (SANN), an artificial neural network (ANN) with an additional
trainable dimension of salience or significance compared to standard models. This is a
novel ANN architecture model inspired by the effect that neuromodulators have on
memories - a crucial feature of the way the human brain functions [28]. It enables
powerful single-exposure learning in ANNs, affecting memories proportional to the
strength of a global salience signal, and retrieval of that salience signal when the same
image is encountered later (a Reverse Salience Signal). It is important to note that we
are not presenting an accurate model of the biological salience system, rather we present
an artificial neural network inspired by the salience systems in the human brain; this
allows it to have unique attributes.
Our paper provides a proof of principle that this proposal can be made to work, and
could be employed in far more complex reinforcement learning dynamics in Deep Neural
Networks. A key feature of the paper is the distinction made between Generic and
Specific Semantic Memory (§2.2), and our use of the SANN to determine both.
1.1. Affective systems, neurotransmitters, and neuromodulators
Human cognition does not just consist of cortical processing, but also includes
sub-cortical processing such as the primary and secondary emotions of the affective
system [55] [17] [72] [35] [15] [16]. Primary emotions, for example, are critical to guiding
the cortex in the context of ongoing interaction with the physical, ecological, and social
environment [61] [27]. Emotions are associated with memories when neuromodulators
such as dopamine and noradrenaline affect patterns of synaptically activated neurons.
Neuromodulators are dispersed in the cortex by diffuse projections originating from the
arousal system (see Figure 1). The release of neuromodulators in the cortex are the
source of primary emotions [61], and they have the effect of altering neural network
weights as described in Edelman’s concept of “Neural Darwinism” [20] [21]. Thus
emotions affect the cortex via Affective Neural Darwinism (AND) [28].
Like most discussion of brain function [13] [36], most artificial neural network
structures focus on information processing tasks such as pattern recognition,
classification, information storage, and sequence prediction. Inter alia this involves them
storing information (“memories”) and retrieving them (“remembering”). However,
standard artificial neural networks omit representing a crucial aspect of cognitive
function: namely “affect” [61] [16] [29], i.e. the effect of primary and secondary
emotions. In this paper we focus on the impact of neuromodulators in the cortex, and it
is this diffuse effect of post-synaptic gain that we model in a SANN.
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Each memory has associated with it an emotional tag that is recalled when the
memory is recalled, which triggers feelings associated with the relevant context or event.
According to Edelman [20] [24] [21], emotional tags are a dimension of salience that is
present in addition to standard neural network training (e.g. pattern recognition) that
takes place in the cortex.
In this paper we clearly distinguish between ‘neurotransmitters’ and
‘neuromodulators’. Neurotransmitters are chemicals responsible for a targeted, rapid
signaling between one synapse and another post-synaptic neuron. Neurotransmitters are
only released at the synaptic cleft, and are only received by specific receptors at the
post-synaptic terminal. Neurotransmitters are said to have an impact on the
‘channel’ [69] [55] [42] [56].
By comparison, neuromodulators are messenger molecules that are diffusely
dispersed across the cortex via the ‘ascending systems’ (Fig.1). Neuromodulators can
impact many neurons simultaneously, which may result in post-synaptic gain. Some
neuromodulators have a gradual impact over time, while others (e.g. those responsible
for registering fear) can be responsible for single-exposure learning. The impact of
neuromodulators depend on the chemical, the quantity and the location in the cortex
that it is dispersed. In contrast to neurotransmitters, neuromodulators are described as
having an impact on the ‘state’ of a neuron - post-synaptic gain - rather than an impact
on the ‘channel’ [56] [33] [55] [6].
Neuromodulators not only impact the synapses in the cortex, but they also impact
the rest of the body (e.g. adrenaline). As a result, the diffuse projections from the
arousal system can be considered as both ascending and descending (see Figure 1). In
addition to neuromodulators, other chemicals produced in the human body can impact
cognition (such as hormones from the pituitary, and peptides from the gut) [42] [9].
However our focus in this paper is on the ‘ascending systems’ and their function. It is
worth remembering here that the hippocampus is a key target of the arousal system. [63]
Fig 1. The release of neuromodulators by the arousal system in the cortex are
the source of primary emotions. The arousal system sends neuromodulators (e.g.
dopamine and noradrenaline) into the cortex by means of diffuse projections. These
neuromodulators simultaneously affect patterns of activated neurons at the time the
neuromodulators are delivered, acting on the memory of the object currently being
observed.
1.2. Salience Affected Neural Network
In this paper we present a Salience Affected Artificial Neural Network that represents
the non-local signaling in the cortex via neuromodulators associated with rewards and
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reinforcement signals broadcast from the arousal system, and demonstrates that this
makes single-exposure learning possible. The SANN model we present is not trying to
be an accurate model of the biological salience system, rather it is an architecture for an
artificial neural network inspired by the salience systems in the human brain. This work
is based on the relation between these important structural and functional aspects of
the human brain, and thereby opens up a new class of ANN that may be useful in
computational applications.
In particular a SANN demonstrates that these kinds of networks not only enable
single-exposure learning by laying down memory patterns associated with strong
salience signals, but enables recall of those salience signals when the relevant stimulus is
encountered at later times. The SANN models both the way memories associated with
emotionally-laden events [17] may be embodied in neural networks, and the way those
emotional associations can be recalled when the events are remembered and so alter
immediate responses appropriately.
The architecture we propose in this paper is a key breakthrough in ANN structuring,
because our model adds salience as an additional dimension to the network, and allows
for salience training by single exposure. By doing so, we demonstrate how a neural
network can be modified to include a salience signal without needing to re-train it on
the original data set. While salience can be applied post-training by single exposure, the
SANN also allows for salience to be applied during the initial training. Single exposure
training has practical application for large neural networks which have already been
trained on extensive data sets, and would not wish to repeat the training for specific
new additions.
We present a one-dimensional affective system (just positive/negative affect). In
reality the innate primary emotional systems are multi-dimensional [61] [79] because
this enables innate responses to a variety of circumstances. Extensions of the model
proposed here should be able to handle this higher dimensional emotional structure.
1.3. Significance: Robotics
The emotional systems in humans have been developed by evolutionary processes over
millions of years because they produce mental processes that significantly enhance
survival rates [27]. It might therefore be expected that using simulated emotional
systems in robots would also improve their abilities to learn and survive in a variety of
different contexts, where the ‘affective’ experiences they have guide them as to how to
behave, even though no qualia are associated with them. As in the human case, they
would be provided with a set of primary pre-primed systems giving guidance to the
main ANNs as to what kind of behaviour is likely to enhance survival in the context of
particular experiences. This would then shape both immediate behaviour and alter
neural connection strengths so that the pattern of active connections as a whole at that
time would be enhanced, perhaps even being learned at one go. Thus what is
demonstrated here as a matter of principle could be incorporated as aspects of far more
complex neural networks or robotic applications. Thus while this paper uses a simple
SANN to demonstrate the effect, it is a proof in principle of the possibility of existence
of applications where inclusion of the architecture we lay out here in deep learning
reinforcement neural networks [30] could enhance their capabilities considerably. This is
a subject for future research.
There is now a substantial literature on ‘emotional robots’ that simulate emotions in
order to have a more effective robot-human interaction [3] [7]. However they do not
simulate the affect-neocortical relations of the kind we discuss here, where emotions
have an important effect on cognition and memory [17] [61] [27]. Such ‘affective’
systems as proposed here could potentially further enhance robot-human interactions by
inclusion in such robots, allowing them to relate to humans more meaningfully on an
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emotional level (for example, retrieved memories would have an associated emotional
tone that would affect behaviour).
1.4. The Big Picture
The big picture here is how genuine complexity emerges from the underlying physics,
the two key cases (apart from life in general) being the brain on the one hand and
digital computers on the other.
The way the functioning of the mind/brain occurs at the micro level is discussed
in [26], where the physical nature of bio-molecules such as voltage gated ion channels in
axons and dendrites is identified as the key enabler allowing branching logic to emerge
from the underlying unitary physics. However this only leads to our ability to think
when billions of neurons are linked by synapses to form immensely complex
hierarchically structured neural nets such as occur in neocortical columns [42]. Given
the neural and synaptic structure, that architecture is the key to brain function.
The way digital computers are able to perform the logical operations on the basis of
the underlying physics is discussed in [25], where it is the detailed physical structure of
transistors in integrated circuits that is the key enabler allowing digital logic to emerge
from the underlying unitary physics. These again have to be built into a dense network
of interconnected transistors forming a hierarchically structured whole [77] in order to
perform the magic of turning the logic of an algorithm into its representation in terms
of digitally coded electron flows in transistors. Given the functioning of transistors, it is
that detailed architecture that is the key to computer function.
Now one can model biological neural networks through suitable computer programs
that code for Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (see Figure 6), and this gives
remarkable properties such as pattern recognition and classification. In essence they are
a simplified representation of the structure of cortical columns in the brain. These
models can be spiking or non-spiking; the majority in broad use are non-spiking,
although increasingly Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) are being used in artificial
intelligence applications [64].
The key point is that neither ANNs or SNNs in use at present represent the
architecture embodied in the “ascending systems” in the brain, with diffuse projections
that we model here. The burden of this paper is that doing so has the potential to
greatly increase the power of both ANNs and SNNs. We demonstrate this in the case of
an ANN by implementing the architecture whose essence is shown in Figure 7. That is,
we show that this highly simplified version of the arousal system in the brain - which is
there for very good functional reasons, leading to such enhanced survival prospects that
its existence has been hardwired into our genes [27] - can in the case of the simple ANN
we implement be demonstrated to give greatly improved learning performance. It can
be expected that the same will be true if this architecture is implemented in the much
more complex deep learning networks in use in the AI community.
1.5. Structure of this paper
Using a cognitive architecture approach [52], we consider the effect of emotions on
memory in the neocortex (Section 2) and associated cortical structures of diffuse
projections in the human brain. We conduct an investigation of existing comparable
frameworks (Section 3) and then present the expected characteristics of the SANN
model and its design (Section 4), and its implementation (Section 5). Thereafter we
present the results from simulations (Section 6) and discuss conclusions and future work
(Section 7).
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2. The effect of emotions on memory
This section considers the way emotional effects affect cortical function, and how this
relates to semantic memory (generic and specific).
2.1. Edelman’s value system
In this paper, we build on Edelman’s framework of the arousal system (which he calls
the “value system”) [20].
Fig 2. There are four stages of emotional effect in the cortex. Firstly, external
experiences and internal thoughts 5 give rise to an image in the cortex. External
experiences are first received by the senses and are then sent via the thalamus (A)
to both the amygdala (B), generating an unconscious response, and to the cortex
(D), responsible for conscious response. Secondly, the experience can then cause a
conscious (E), and/or a sub-conscious (C) emotional response. At the same time,
top-down corticothalamic connections send information from the cortex back to the
thalamus (G) [67]. Thirdly, the arousal system releases neuromodulators into the
neocortex via diffuse ascending connections (F), having the effect of associating an
emotional tag with a memory [22]. Fourthly and finally, if the same or similar
events contexts/places/people are encountered later, the memory is recalled with the
same emotional tag that was stored.
According to Edelman [24] [21], there are four stages of emotional influence in the
cortex (shown in Figure 2):
(i) External experiences (seeing your dog) and internal thoughts (remembering
something good or bad) activates an image in the cortex. External experiences are
first received by the senses and are then sent via the thalamus [73] (label “A” in
Figure 2) to both the the amygdala (generating a unconscious response, label “B”
in Figure 2), and to the cortex (responsible for conscious response, label “D” in
Figure 2) [48]
(ii) The experience can then cause a conscious emotional response (label “E” in Figure
2), and/or a sub-conscious emotional response (label “C” in Figure 2). This
emotional response takes the form of the release of neuromodulators (such as
dopamine, noradrenaline and serotonin) from nuclei in the arousal system. This
process of triggering is modulated by experience, and can be altered through
learning (for example, learning to identify your mother’s face in a crowd). At the
same time, top-down corticothalamic connections send information from the cortex
back to the thalamus (label “G” in Figure 2), which allow for contextual prediction
to take place in the thalamus [67].
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(iii) The associated spread of neuromodulators from these nuclei to the neocortex via
diffuse ascending connections [44] (labelled as “F” in Figure 2) has three effects:
(a) It induces emotional feelings (qualia), and can also possibly initiate immediate
action in response in a sub-cortical (fast) way;
(b) It alters neural connection strengths [20] so that memories of the event and
associated contexts/places/people are stored together with the appropriate
associated emotional tag (positive or negative) [22]; this alteration of cortical
connection weights is the AND affect-shaped mechanism of neural
plasticity [28]; In addition, once-off learning takes place if a strong enough
emotional tag is attached to the event.
(c) It results in a cognitive response, as the conscious brain responds to what has
happened [17]. This can then lead to resulting considered action.
(iv) If the same or similar events contexts/places/people are encountered later, the
memory is recalled with the same emotional tag that was stored.
In this paper we focus on the effect that neuromodulators have on memories (Item
3b), the storing of emotional tags associated with memories, and their recall (Item 4).
We demonstrate how once-off learning takes place if a strong enough emotional tag is
attached to the event. We do not model the immediate effects of the emotions (Item
3a), nor do we attempt to model how the emotional system is triggered (Item 2).
2.2. Types of memory
Long term memory is commonly classified as either explicit (declarative) or implicit
(non-declarative) memory [5] (see Figure 3). Non-declarative memory is considered to
act unconsciously, and covers activities like tying a shoelace, driving a car, or riding a
bike. By comparison, declarative memory is available to the conscious mind, and can be
broadly categorized as either semantic or episodic memory [75]. Semantic memory on
the one hand describes facts, ideas, meaning, and concepts [65], and on the other
specific members of classes identified in semantic memory, with an emotional tag
attached to each. Episodic memory places specific items in a specific context, connecting
specific semantic memories in a sequence, with a location, time, and with emotions [80].
To illustrate the difference between semantic and episodic memory, we provide an
example. Semantic memory described unique classes of objects (e.g. a woman, your
mother, a book, a bench). Concepts can be structured in a hierarchy of complexity, and
(as with objects inheritance in computer science) semantic memories can inherit from
parent classes. Semantic memories can be further classified as either Generic (classes of
concepts) or Specific (instances of a concept); this corresponds to the distinction
between a class and an instance of a class in object oriented programming [11]. For
example, your mother’s face could be a specific instance of the generic concept of a
woman’s face, which in turn could be a sub-class of the generic concept of a human face.
An example of a computational model of semantic memory would be an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) that is designed to classify objects.
By comparison an episodic memory places a memory in a context (e.g. a location,
with other objects, and in a particular instance in time). For example, a memory of
“Mother reading while sitting on a bench in the park, at 2pm on 14th June.” would be an
episodic memory. This concept can be expressed in computer science as an instance of a
class. An example of a computational model of episodic memory would be a Recurrent
Artificial Neural Network (RNN), that is able to classify a sequence of objects.
In this paper we focus on modelling the value system associated with semantic
memories, with the aim to extend this to episodic memory in the future. In the
following section we take a closer look at the structure of diffuse projections, and the
effects of salience in the cortex.
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Fig 3. Types of long term memory include Explicit and Implicit memories. Explicit
memories can be further divided into Semantic and Episodic memories. Semantic
memory be divided into Generic (classes) and Specific (instances of those classes).
While emotions can be associated with both Explicit and Implicit memories, in
this paper we focus on Semantic memories, and specifically how neuromodulators
associated with emotions impact Generic and Specific memories.
2.3. Cortical structures of diffuse projections
Within the motor, sensory and cognitive systems, the human brain has at least three
classes of connections relating to the cortex [21]. These are all crucial to brain function,
which is why they have been built into our brain through a variety of evolutionary
processes [27].
The first class consists of localized inter-neuronal connections forming layered neural
networks, which are modeled by standard artificial neural networks (ANNs). Standard
ANNs [10] model the way signals flow locally in the columns in the cortex through local
connections in those columns, allowing complex processes such as pattern
recognition [10], image classification [14] [46] and naming [36] to occur.
The second class are recurrent connections between different cortical areas [21].
These are important in terms of cortical functioning, but are not the concern of the
present paper.
A third class consists of diffuse projections from the arousal system [54] to the
cortex, known as ‘modulatory ’ systems [44] or ‘ascending ’ systems [24]. From their
nuclei of origin they send axons up and down the nervous system in a diffused spreading
pattern (see Figure 1). The effect of the modulatory systems projecting profusely is that
each associated neuromodulator (for example norepinephrine and dopamine) affects
large populations of neurons, allowing non-local interactions to occur in the brain. The
release of the neuromodulators affects both the neurons, and the strength of the
connections between neurons (see Figure 4). Specifically, neuromodulators affect the
probability that neurons in the neighborhood of value-system axons [20] [21] will fire
after receiving excitatory input, thus they are an important mechanism effecting neural
plasticity in the long term. These systems bias neuronal responses affecting both
learning and memory by guiding neuronal group selection, and for this reason that they
are sometimes termed value systems [23] [24]. Standard ANNs do not model this
non-local flow of information represented by the ascending systems, which are a
significant feature of the structure of the brain. The aim of this paper is to model the
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effects of such connections in a new class of ANNs, which we refer to as Salience-affected
neural networks (SANNs) because they allow representation of salience effects.
Fig 4. The release of neuromodulators by the arousal system affects a whole region
in the cortex simultaneously via the ascending systems, impacting those neurons
that are active at the time the neuromodulators are released in proportion to their
level of activation. A released neuromodulator affects both the neurons themselves
(their behaviour) as well as the strength of the connections between neurons at
synapses. Specifically, neuromodulators affect the probability that neurons will fire
after receiving excitatory input, and they also affect the quantity of neurotransmitters
released across the chemical synapses between neurons.
The salience of an entity refers to its state or quality of standing out relative to
neighboring entities. For example, a salient memory might be one that significantly
stands out among others because of its emotional content. Beebe and Lachmann defined
the three principles of salience that describe the interaction structures in the first year
of life [8]. These are the principles of ongoing regulations, disruption and repair, and
heightened affective moments. Ongoing regulation describes the characteristic pattern of
repeated interactions, such as a child interacting with their mother or father. This is
well represented by standard ANNs, which allow associational learning with
multiple-trial (i.e. ongoing regulations). However heightened affective moments are
dramatic moments standing out among other events [8], often leading to single-exposure
learning, which is an established psychological phenomenon [70], and has been the
subject of discussion in the psychology literature for over 50 years.
While the details of how single-trial training works in the cortex are in dispute, the
fact that single-trial training sometimes occurs is well established [4] [51]. When it
occurs, single-trial learning is often associated with the neuromodulator dopamine [81].
This is one of the neuromodulators released throughout the cortex by the ascending
systems, and is associated both with the neural coding of basic rewards, and in
reinforcement signals defining an agent’s goals [72] [18] [57]; hence it is known to play an
important role in brain functioning. Standard ANNs do not currently model the
salience effects of neuromodulators such as dopamine, and are unable to implement
single-exposure learning; but SANNs do both.
2.4. Characteristics of neuromodulators
A key characteristic of a neuromodulator is that it is present or absent in a region of the
cortex, rather than being associated with specific synaptic connections. It can occur
with various strengths in such a region, therefore we model the input salience signal of a
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neuromodulator associated with positive salience in the SANN model as a positive
signal with value between 0 and 1, and the input salience signal of a neuromodulator
associated with negative salience as a negative signal with value between −1 and 0.‡
A second key characteristic of the effect of neuromodulators is that they affect the
the entire pattern of activated nodes according to the level of activation of each synapse.
Therefore, in the presence of a salience signal, both the connection weights and the
sigmoidal activation function were adjusted depending on the current level of activation
of each neuron/synapse (see Equation 1 and Equation 6 below); hence there is no
change if the synapse is not active. The key feature of the SANN is that it is able to
strengthen an entire pattern of activated nodes proportional to the strength of the
salience signal, rather than just individual connections.
In the human brain, neuromodulators only influence those neurons that possess the
relevant receptors for each modulator. Furthermore, neuromodulators receptors come in
different sub-types. However, in modelling terms for the purposes of demonstrating the
concept, we assume that neuromodulators are global in nature, affecting all nodes and
weights in a network. The salience signal is therefore modelled as a single value, and
associated with each node and weight in the network (see Figure 7).
3. Comparison with other Frameworks
In this section we compare SANNs with other neural network models.
3.1. Standard ANNs
Most neural network learning processes take many repetitions before a memory is
stored. But in real life, some memories are stored after just one experience (‘once-off’
learning). In this paper we demonstrate that once-off learning takes place if a strong
enough emotional tag is attached to the event.
3.2. Husbands’ model of gas diffusion
The only other class of ANNs of which we are aware that represent non-local effects are
models of the effects of Nitric Oxide (NO), which is a freely diffusing
neuromodulator [39]. A model of gas diffusion is used in a class of ANNs in which nodes
are capable of non-locally modulating the behaviour of other nodes. These models are
called GasNets [39], as they simulate the presence of the gas NO in the environment
surrounding the neurons. Like SANNs, this form of modulation allows a kind of
plasticity in the network in which the intrinsic properties of nodes are changing as the
network operates [39]. However to the best of our knowledge, GasNets have not been
modified to train and test an ANN with specific salience, nor do they have the potential
for single-trial learning in ANNs.
Our model differs from the research on GasNets by Husbands [39] as it models both
the way memories associated with emotionally-laden events may be embodied in neural
networks, and the way those emotional associations can be recalled when the events are
remembered. Furthermore, this research introduces an additional input salience signal
during training, and each node produces a nodal reverse salience signal during testing.
This research also demonstrates that these kinds of networks enable single-exposure
learning by associating strong salience signals with input combinations.
‡ In future work we will model a multidimensional salience system, with different neuromodulators
associated with each dimension [61] [79]; however for this paper it will be adequate to think of a single
neuromodulator that can have positive or negative valence.
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3.3. Juvina’s model of valuation and arousal
Juvina [41] presents an approach to adding primitive evaluative capabilities to a
cognitive architecture in which two sub-symbolic quantities called valuation and arousal
are learned for each declarative memory element, based on usage statistics and the
reward it generates. Consequently each memory element can be characterized as
positive or negative and having a certain degree of affective intensity. In turn, these
characteristics affect the latency and probability of retrieval for that memory element.
This is similar to what we do, but using a very different cognitive architecture. Ours is
based closely on the way the diffuse systems interact with cognitive functioning in the
human brain [20] [21], which is an affective process because these systems are those
implicated in the primary emotional systems identified by Panksepp [61].
3.4. Edelman’s Robots
Gerald Edelman created a range of brain-based devices (BBDs) including Darwin VII
and Darwin X. [22] [45]. Edelman created ‘Darwin VII’ to capture a holistic picture of
its environment, incorporating 3 different senses (vision, auditory, conductance or
“taste”), a motor system, and a “value system” (attempting to model an ascending
neuromodulatory value or reward system). Edelman then attempted to model long-term
episodic memory (behaviour attributed to the hippocampus) in his model ‘Darwin X’.
Edelman’s robot ‘Darwin VII’ contained a computational nervous system of 20,000
neuronal units, and 450,000 synaptic connections. After some training ‘Darwin VII’
successfully learned to associate the taste value of the blocks with their visual
patterns [22]. The sensory systems interpreted incoming signals (such as conductance of
a block) as a ‘value signal”. In Edelman’s model of the value system, the strength of
connections between two neural units could change based on the value signal (i.e. a
positive value signal would strengthen a connection).
Key difference relative to our paper: Edelman allowed the ‘salience’ signal in
‘Darwin VII’ to directly impact the strength of synaptic connections between neurons.
By doing so, Edelman’s model incorporates ‘salience’ as just another input signal (along
with the visual, auditory and sensory signals) that requires extensive training. As a
result, Edelman’s BBD models required many iterations of training for the salience to
be embedded in the model ,and associated with sensory input patterns. Due to the
design of his model, Edelman’s model was not able to demonstrate single exposure
learning on an previously trained dataset.
By contrast, in this paper we demonstrate how the ‘salience’ signal from the arousal
system (which Edelman called the ‘value’ system) can be modelled as an additional
dimension to the neural network model. We demonstrate how the ‘salience’ signal can
be either part of the training, or applied afterwards as a single exposure. By modelling
the ‘salience’ signal as an additional dimension to the neural network model, we are able
to demonstrate how the arousal system can affect neural activation patterns (e.g.
memories) during single exposure, without affecting synaptic weights of the neural
network.
4. Salience-affected neural network (SANN)
To model the effect that neuromodulators have on semantic memories we present a
neural network that allows for feature extraction training on a standard data set, while
in addition also allowing for the network to be affected globally by a salience signal
related to a specific individual item.
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Definition of terms We define the salience of an entity as its state or quality of
standing out relative to neighboring entities, representing a positive or negative
evaluation of that entity relative to individual welfare, and a salience signal (S) as an
additional input signal to a SANN representing such a quality that affects each node
during training. We also define the reverse salience signal (S′) as the sum of the reverse
salience signals produced by each node during testing. In practice this means that the
SANN will allow for a salience signal to be associated with a specific image (i.e. a
weighted combination of features), and for that same image (for example, a specific face)
to product a reverse salience signal if that specific combination of features is
experienced again in the future.
4.1. Expected performance characteristics
A Salience-affected neural network (SANN) that models diffuse projections in the cortex
must be able to demonstrate the following characteristics:
(i) The salience signal should affect entire patterns of activated nodes, not just
individual nodes, and not all the nodes in the network equally: rather the entire
current pattern of activation of nodes is either strengthened or weakened.
(ii) The network should be able to be trained with the standard training data set, as
well as an additional dimension of an incoming salience signal associated with each
image.
(iii) The network should be able to produce a reverse salience signal (as an output) for
a specific input and the associated pattern of activation.
(iv) Training with salience should have an overall positive impact on the classification
accuracy of the network as a whole, and for images in the same class.
(v) Training with salience should have a positive impact on the classification confidence
of the specific image tagged with salience during training.
It is important to note that in this paper we do not model how salience activation
occurs; rather we model its outcomes.
4.2. Design: SANN
The Salience-affected Neural Network (SANN) presented in this paper is designed to
classify handwritten digits (0-9). As part of the pre-processing, non-negative matrix
factorization [49] (NMF) was applied to extract features from the dataset, reducing the
size of the input layer.
In addition to a standard ANN, each node of the neural network is adapted to
accept a global salience signal (S) during training, and to respond with a reverse
salience signal (S′) during classification (see Figure 5). Furthermore, when exposed to
salience signal, the SANN also globally strengthens the connection weights in the
network proportional to the activation levels of the parent nodes.
4.3. Dataset
We use the MNIST database of handwritten digits [47], consisting of 70,000 labelled,
28x28 grayscale images of the 10 handwritten digits (0-9). The training set consists of
60,000 images while the testing set consists of 10,000 images (see Figure 9). This
dataset has been widely used in conjunction with supervised and unsupervised neural
networks models [12] [43] [59], to provide a realistic dataset for simulations of
biologically-inspired models, similar to the one we present in this paper.
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Fig 5. We present a salience-affected neural network (SANN). The architecture
of the model starts with a feature extraction algorithm, to extract features from the
dataset. Feature extraction also has the impact of reducing the size of the input
layer required for the neural network. Each image is then reduced to a weighted set
of features, and this input is fed to the input layer of the neural network. The neural
network is a standard feed-forward neural network, and is trained as a classifier.
In addition to the input values, we add an additional dimension: a global salience
signal. This salience signal (S) consists of a single value, and affects all nodes in the
neural network. Also, the neural network is designed to produce a reverse salience
signal (S’) when an image is presented to the model, so that each image produces
both an output (classification) as well as a reverse salience signal (S’).
4.4. Feature extraction (NMF)
As part of the pre-processing, non-negative matrix factorization [49] (NMF) was applied
to extract features from the dataset. A NMF component layer size of 49 features was
chosen. The MNIST dataset was therefore reduced from a set of images of 784 pixels
each, to a set of images with with 49 features per images. The input layer of the neural
network was reduced from 784 to 49 nodes (see Figure 6).
NMF pre-processing was chosen for a two reasons. Firstly, it is known that 2-layer
feed forward networks can achieve 98.4 - 99.3 % classification accuracy [74]. We require
a wider range of accuracy to demonstrate the impact of an SANN on classification
accuracy, hence we degrade the maximum accuracy by reducing the dimensionality from
784 (28x28) input values, to 49 input values using NMF. Secondly, NMF is known to
produce “human like” features from raw data, so it is a reasonable technique to use for
the purpose of demonstrating the SANN model.
4.5. Neural network model
The model we use is a fully-connected artificial neural network (ANN), configured with
49 input nodes, a hidden layer of 100 nodes, and an output layer of 10 nodes (see Figure
6). Each node in the output layer represents a specific digit (0-9).
We chose an ANN because it is a well-characterized and common neural network
from which many other neural networks are derived [2]. For this research, the neural
network was adapted from an open-source neural network model [71]. The neural
network model could be extended by addition of many more layers, or even as a deep
neural network [60].
In this model we chose to use the sigmoidal activation function. We felt that the
sigmoidal activation function was better suited than other activation functions (e.g.
maxout functions [34], ReLu functions [58], PLUs [78]) to the SANN model for two
reasons. Firstly, because sigmoidal activation functions are more biologically realistic:
most biological systems saturate at some level of stimulation (where activation functions
like ReLu do not). And secondly, sigmoidal functions allow for bipolar activations,
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Fig 6. Each layer on the SANN model has different dimensions. The input layer
consists of 784 values per image (28 x 28 pixels). Each image is passed through a
feature extraction algorithm, reducing its dimension to a weighted set of 49 features.
The input layer of the neural network is 49 nodes wide, to accept the set of 49
features. The hidden layer of the neural network is 100 nodes, and the output layer
of the neural network is 10 nodes, each node in the output layer representing a
specific digit (0-9).
whereas functions like ReLu are effectively monopolar and hence not useful for a reverse
salience signal with both polarities of activation.
4.6. Salience signal
To incorporate salience, an additional signal was embedded in a standard ANN [2] (the
salience signal), such that it directly affected every individual node during training, and
collectively produced a reverse salience signal during testing (see Figure 7).
Fig 7. The Salience-affected neural network (SANN) model is an artificial neural
network (ANN) with an additional signal dimension added: the salience signal. The
salience signal affects all nodes (green arrows) in the network directly during training.
Each node in the network then produces a reverse salience signal during testing,
which signals are summed to produce a single reverse salience signal for the network.
During training, the salience signal also has the impact of altering the weights (blue
arrows) of the connections between all nodes in the network simultaneously by an
amount proportional to the activation level of the subsequent node and the salience
signal strength.
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Similar ANN input combinations would be expected to produce similar reverse
salience signals, because the reverse salience signal is defined as the summation of the
nodal reverse salience signals observed at each node.
5. Implementing a salience signal in the SANN
The addition of a global salience signal in the SANN introduces an additional dimension
to the standard neural network (ANN). The global salience signal (S) was designed to
have two distinct effects.
First, to accept a global salience signal (S) which would affect each node in the
network simultaneously, and produce a reverse salience signal for future inputs. To
achieve this we enable the global salience signal to affect the sigmoidal activation
function of each node in the ANN. In this section we discuss and evaluate 3 different
ways in which we allow the salience signal to impact the activation function.
Secondly, the global salience signal (S) was also designed to to alter the strength
(weights) of all connections between nodes, by an amount proportional to the activation
level and the salience signal strength (Equation 6).
The variations of the activation function proposed in this research for use with the
SANN closely mirror the variations described by Husbands [39]. This research focuses
firstly on the threshold offset variable, referred to as bi by Husbands [39], and secondly
on the alteration of node weight, corresponding to Edelman’s idea of Neural
Darwinism [20] [28].
In this section we discuss the two effects the input salience signal has in the SANN,
firstly the effect on the activation function at each node, and secondly, the effect on the
weight of each connection in the network. We also discuss the reverse salience signal,
which can occur because of the alteration to the activation function.
5.1. Effect 1: Activation Function
Each node was assigned a salience value. This salience value (Si) was defined as a value
between −1 and 1, calculated relative to the input salience signal (Sglobal), and the
current activation level of the node (Ai). A constant (β) was introduced to allow for
different learning rates, which might differ from neuron type to neuron type, or with the
kind or neuromodulator modelled.
Si(new) = Si(old) + (1− Si(old))×Ai × Sglobal × β (1)
In the SANN, the input salience signal (Sglobal) affects the network such that the
network produces a reverse salience signal (S′) for future input values. As previously
mentioned, neuromodulators affect the probability that neurons will fire after receiving
excitatory input. To maintain a link to biological behaviour of neurons, salience was
implemented such that it affected the activation function. The activation function
chosen in this paper is a sigmoid activation function (see Equation 2).
y(x) =
1
1 + e−x
(2)
Modifications We investigate three possible modifications to the activation function,
namely (a) a horizontal offset, (b) a change in the gradient, and (c) a change in the
amplitude (see Figure 8).
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Fig 8. Three changes to the activation function were explored: (A) Change in the
horizontal offset of the activation function: A positive salience signal would shift
the activation function to the left, resulting in a higher output from the activation
the next time. (B) Change in the gradient of the activation function: A positive
salience signal would reduce the gradient of the activation function, resulting in a
higher output from the activation the next time. (C) Change in the amplitude of the
activation function: A positive salience signal would increase the amplitude of the
activation function, resulting in a higher output from the activation the next time.
Effect 1a: Horizontal Offset The first of three effects was to introduce a horizontal
shift of the activation function along the x-axis (see Figure 8A). A positive salience
signal would shift the activation function to the left, resulting in a higher output from
the activation the next time. The activation function incorporated the horizontal offset
as shown in Equation 3.
y(x) =
1
1 + e−(x+Si)
(3)
Effect 1b: Gradient Change The second of three effects was to introduce a change in
the gradient of the activation function (see Figure 8B). A positive salience signal would
reduce the gradient of the activation function, resulting in a higher output from the
activation the next time. The activation function incorporated the gradient change as
shown in Equation 4.
y(x) =
1
1 + e−(0.5−Si×x)
(4)
Effect 1c: Amplitude Change The third of three effects was to introduce a change in
the amplitude of the activation function (see Figure 8C). A positive salience signal
would increase the amplitude of the activation function, resulting in a higher output
from the activation the next time. The activation function incorporated the amplitude
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change as shown in Equation 5.
y(x) =
0.5−Si
1 + e−x
(5)
5.2. Effect 2: Strengthening of connection weights
In addition to producing a reverse salience signal (S′), the global salience signal (Sglobal)
also has the impact of altering the weights of the connection between all nodes (Wij) in
the network simultaneously, by an amount proportional to the current weight of the
connection (Wij), the strength of the input salience signal (Sglobal), and the activation
level of the destination node (Aj).
Wij(new) = Wij(old)× (1 + α× |Sglobal ×Aj |) (6)
Here α is a constant which might differ from neuron type to neuron type, or with the
kind or neuromodulator modelled. Note that because the updating equation for each
synapse weight depends on the current state of activation Ai of that synapse, just as in
the case of Neural Darwinism [20], it is the entire current pattern of activation that gets
reinforced by the salience signal.
5.3. Classification accuracy
To measure the impact of salience on the neural network, we measured the classification
accuracy (τ) of the class, and the classification confidence (φ) of the individual image.
Classification accuracy (class): The classification accuracy (τ) of a class was calculated
as the number of correct classifications, divided by the total number of classifications
performed. The inverse of the classification accuracy is often referred to as the error
rate.
Classification confidence (individual image): The classification confidence (φ) of the
individual image (i) described how confident the classification algorithm is to assigning
an image to a class. The classification confidence (φ) was calculated as the highest
output value the neural network (max(o)). The amplitude change was normalized when
calculating the classification accuracy by a factor of 0.5(−Sglobal), because it was the only
function to change the amplitude of the signal propagating through the network.
5.4. Reverse Salience Signal
The changes made to the activation function allow the value of salience associated with
a specific image to be read off when that image is presented. This is the reverse salience
signal (S′network). If an image (or a member of its class) had high salience signal
(Sglobal) associated with it during training, then we would expect a high reverse salience
signal (S′network) during testing. The reverse salience signal for each node (S
′
i) was
calculated as the product of the current activation level Ai, and the reverse salience
signals of each node (Si) (see Equation 7). The reverse salience signal for the network
(S′network) was calculated as the sum of the reverse salience signal of each node in the
network (see Equation 8).
S′i = |Ai| × Si (7)
S′network =
∑
S′i (8)
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It was observed that, due to the nature of the definition of reverse salience signal
value, once the SANN was trained with salience, the reverse salience signal values would
have a global offset. We refer to this offset as the residual reverse salience value. The
reverse salience signal was defined as the average reverse salience signal over a set of test
images. The reverse salience signal was then adjusted to exclude the residual reverse
salience signal.
6. Results
In this section we describe the results obtained from training the SANN with salience.
We are concerned with the effect of a salience signal applied to a particular single
representative image within a class of images both on (a) recognition of that class of
images (Semantic memory: Generic, see Figure 3), and (b) recognition of that
particular image (Semantic memory: Specific, see Figure 3), so we clearly separate these
out in what follows.
6.1. Neural network training
In this section, we review the impact of the changes to the activation function indicated
in Fig. 8 (Eqns. (3)-(5)), as well as the change in weights (Eqn. (7)). We clearly
separate effects on class recognition and on individual image recognition in our results
below.
Classification training: The neural network was designed with 49 inputs, a single
hidden layer of 100 nodes and an output layer of 10 nodes (see Figure 7). The neural
network was trained on 1,000 images, over a period of 25 epochs, with a learning rate of
0.5. The trained network was then tested on 1000 test images, and correctly classified
776 of the 1000 test image (categorization accuracy of 77.6% for the MNIST dataset).
Our aim in this paper is not to optimize the performance of the neural network by
changing the size of the neural network layers, the size of the training set, the number of
epochs, or the learning rate. Rather we establish the baseline performance of a
sufficiently accurate neural network classifier, and document the impact of training the
network with a global salience signal (S).
Single exposure salience training: After the SANN had been trained to classify the
images in the MNIST dataset, the network was exposed to a salience signal as discussed
above in previous sections. To achieve this, a single image in the training set was tagged
with salience, and then the network underwent a single-exposure training event (see
Figure 9). We repeated this process for every individual image in the training set.
6.2. Effect 1: Activation Function
In this section we will discuss the results observed for (a) class recognition, and for (b)
individual image recognition. Specific measures we will discuss include reverse salience
signal value, and classification accuracy. We will also discuss the results of the three
possible modifications to the activation function, namely (a) the horizontal offset, (b)
the gradient, and (c) the amplitude.
Reverse salience signal value (class): The results show that after a single
exposure training iteration, the SANN associates a strong reverse salience value (S′) to
all inputs that are similar to the salience-affected value. The reverse salience signal (S′)
was notably grouped by similarity and by class (see Figure 10). The more similar an
input image was to the image trained with salience, the higher the reverse salience
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Fig 9. The SANN model was trained using the MNIST database of handwritten
digits [47], consisting of 70,000 labelled, 28x28 grayscale images of the 10 handwritten
digits (0-9). The training set consists of 60,000 images while the testing set consists
of 10,000 images. A single image in the training set chosen for salience tagging in
one particular run is shown here.
signal. Similarity was calculated using MSE. This result supports the principle that
salience applied to the member of a class, will have an impact on similar inputs, having
the highest impact on the other members of the same class.
Fig 10. After salience training, the neural network produced a reverse salience
signal (S′) for every input image. Input images most similar to the salience-tagged
image (based on an MSE calculation) presented with the highest reverse salience
signal (S′). The reverse salience signal was also notably grouped by classification
(i.e. digit). In this diagram image #7 in the training set was tagged with salience.
Image #7 was correctly classified as belonging to class: Digit #1.
Reverse salience signal value (individual image): The results shows that the
image trained with salience produced the highest reverse salience signal (S′) (see Figure
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10). This result supports the principle that if an input is accompanied with salience,
then that same input will produce a strong reverse salience signal if it is seen again.
Classification accuracy (class): At the class (generic) level, we observed that
each of the three modifications to the activation function had varying effects on the
network’s classification accuracy (φ). The horizontal offset and amplitude change of the
activation function both had a negative impact on the average classification accuracy,
however, the gradient change had a positive impact on the classification accuracy (see
Figure 11). It was observed that the higher the salience magnitude (for gradient change),
the higher the overall improvement in network classification. The highest average
improvement in network classification accuracy was observed with a gradient change
only and a salience factor of 1.0, resulting in an average improvement of classification
accuracy (φ) of 0.61%, from the benchmark performance of 77.60% to 78.21%.
Fig 11. Each of the three modifications to the activation function had varying
effects on the network’s classification accuracy (φ) at an individual image level.
For each modifications to the activation function, the input salience factor (S) was
varied from 0 - 1, and the network performance was recorded. It was observed
that the horizontal offset and amplitude change of the activation function both had
a negative impact on the average classification accuracy, however, the gradient
change had a positive impact on the classification accuracy. The highest average
improvement in network classification accuracy was observed with a gradient change
only and a salience factor of 1.0, resulting in an average improvement of 0.61%,
from the benchmark performance of 77.60% to 78.21%.
Classification accuracy (individual image): At the individual image
(instance) level, we observed that each of the three modifications to the activation
function had varying effects on the network’s classification confidence (τ) for the
salience-tagged image. The horizontal offset and amplitude change of the activation
function both had a negative impact on the average classification confidence. However,
the gradient change had a positive impact on the classification accuracy (see Figure 12).
It was observed that the higher the salience magnitude (for gradient change), the higher
the overall improvement in the classification confidence for the salience-tagged image.
The highest average improvement in network classification confidence for the
salience-tagged image was observed with a gradient change only and a salience factor of
1.0, resulting in an average improvement in classification confidence (τ) of 4.89%, from
the benchmark performance of 90.41% to 95.20%.
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Fig 12. Each of the three modifications to the activation function had varying
effects on the network’s classification confidence (τ) for the salience-tagged image.
The horizontal offset and amplitude change of the activation function both had a
negative impact on the average classification confidence. However, the gradient
change had a positive impact on the classification accuracy. The highest average
improvement in network classification confidence for the salience-tagged image was
observed with a gradient change only and a salience factor of 1.0, resulting in an
average improvement in classification confidence (τ) of 4.89%, from the benchmark
performance of 90.41% to 95.20%.
In this section we have observed the effect of a global salience signal on the
activation function of each node and shown how a salience signal can improve the
average classification accuracy (φ) by 0.61%, and the average classification confidence
(τ) by 4.89%. In the next section we discuss the effects of the global salience signal on
the connection weights.
6.3. Effect 2: Strengthening of connection weights
In addition to impacting the activation function of each node, the global salience signal
(S) also affects each of the connection weights. It is important to note that this process
is very different from back-propagation because it affects all weights globally at the
same time, only factoring in the global salience signal and the current activation level of
each node.
Classification accuracy (class): During a single exposure of global salience (S),
the salience signal affects the connection weights proportional to the current activation
level of the nodes. The impact of this single iteration of training on the overall network
was a clear improvement in the classification accuracy (φ) of images. The highest
average improvement in network classification accuracy (φ) was observed with a
gradient change only and a salience factor of 1.0, resulting in an average improvement of
classification accuracy (φ) of 0.61%, from the benchmark performance of 77.60% to
78.21%.
Classification confidence (individual images): At the individual image
(instance) level, we also observed an improvement in the classification confidence (τ) of
images in response to a change in weights (see Figure 14). The highest average
improvement in network classification confidence (τ) for the salience-tagged image was
observed with a gradient change only and a salience factor of 1.0, resulting in an
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Fig 13. In addition to affecting the activation function of each node in the network,
the salience signal (S) also strengthens the weights of connections between nodes,
proportional to the activation level of the post-synaptic node. The input salience
factor (S) was varied from 0 - 1, and the network performance was recorded. It
was observed that for a salience magnitude of 0.8 resulted in the greatest overall
improvement in network classification: 2.49%. After salience training, the SANN
network was able to accurately categorize 80.06% for the MNIST dataset, compared
to the benchmark of 77.6% accuracy before the salience training.
average improvement in classification confidence (τ) of 5.56%, from the benchmark
performance of 90.41% to 95.97%. At a salience factor of 0.8, the average improvement
in classification confidence (τ) is still significant: 5.48%, from the benchmark
performance of 90.41% to 95.89%.
Fig 14. At the individual image (instance) level, we also observed an improvement
in the classification confidence (τ) of images in response to a change in weights.
The highest average improvement in network classification confidence (τ) for the
salience-tagged image was observed with a gradient change only and a salience factor
of 1.0, resulting in an average improvement in classification confidence (τ) of 5.56%,
from the benchmark performance of 90.41% to 95.97%.
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In this section we have observed the effect of a global salience signal on the
activation function on the connection weights in the network. With a salience factor of
0.8, this effect improves the average classification accuracy (φ) by 2.49%, and the
average classification confidence (τ) by 5.48%.
6.4. Combining Effect 1 and Effect 2
Having reviewed the results of Effect 1 and Effect 2 separately, we then combined Effect
1 (combined gradient and amplitude change) and Effect 2 (changing connection
weights). By combining these effect we were able to test the impact of single-iteration
training of a global salience signal on both the activation function of each node (Effect
1) and the connection weight of each connection in the network (Effect 2).
Benchmark performance: The benchmark performance of the neural network
before salience training was a classification accuracy (φ) of 77.6%, and a classification
confidence (τ) of 90.41%. The best performance for Effect 1 alone took place with a
salience magnitude of 1.0: an improvement in network classification accuracy (φ):
0.61%, and an improvement in network classification confidence (τ): +4.89%. The best
performance for Effect 2 alone took place with a salience magnitude of 0.8: an
improvement in network classification accuracy (φ) of 2.49%, and an improvement in
network classification confidence (τ) of 5.56%.
Classification accuracy (class): We combined Effect 1 and Effect 2, and varied
the salience factor for each effect to create a performance heat map. We noticed an
improved overall higher classification accuracy (φ) across the entire training set,
compared to either effect alone (see Figure 15A). The best performance for Effect 1 and
Effect 2 combined was an improvement in network classification accuracy (φ) 2.56% (an
improvement from 77.6% to 80.16%). This result is 0.07% higher than Effect 2 alone,
and 1.95% higher than Effect 1 alone.
In addition to calculating average performance, we also recorded the standard
deviation of the results (see Figure 15C). The standard deviation of the dataset
describes how similar the results were within the result set. The smaller the standard
deviation, the closer to the average the results in the dataset were. While we would like
to maximize the average performance improvement, we will seek to minimize the
standard deviation of the performance improvement. The lowest standard deviation of
classification accuracy (φ) observed for Effect 1 and Effect 2 combined was 0.00% (when
both salience factors were set to 0). The higher the salience factors, the higher the
standard deviation for the result set.
Classification confidence (individual images): After combining Effect 1 and
Effect 2, we also noticed an improvement in average classification confidence (τ) across
each individual image in the training set (see Figure 15B). The best performance for
Effect 1 and Effect 2 combined was an improvement in classification confidence (τ) from
90.41% to 96.0% (an improvement of 5.59%). This was 0.03% higher than Effect 2
alone, and 0.7% higher than Effect 1 alone.
We also performed a standard deviation analysis on the classification confidence (τ)
(see Figure 15D). The lowest standard deviation of classification accuracy (φ) observed
for Effect 1 and Effect 2 combined was 19.54% (when salience factor of Effect 1 was 0.0
and the salience factor for Effect 2 was 1.0). However, there were several values of
salience factors that produced this result.
Optimization (overall performance): To optimize the salience factors for the
SANN model as a whole, an optimization value (γ) was calculated to maximize the
average values of classification accuracy (φ) and classification confidence (τ), and to
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minimize the standard deviations of classification accuracy (φ) and classification
confidence (τ) (see Equation 9).
γ =
φ× τ
stdev(φ)× stdev(τ) (9)
The optimization value was calculated for varying salience factors, and a heatmap of
this optimization value was created to visualize the optimal salience factors for the
SANN model as a whole (see Figure 15E). The optimal salience factors to maximize the
average values of classification accuracy (φ) and classification confidence (τ), and to
minimize the standard deviations of classification accuracy (φ) and classification
confidence (τ) were a salience factor of 0.7 for Effect 1, and 0.4 for Effect 2. At these
salience factor values, the network demonstrates an improvement in average
classification accuracy (φ) of 80.1%, and an improvement in average classification
confidence (τ) of 96.0%.
Benchmark comparison: Compared to the benchmark performance of the
neural network before salience training, a salience factor of 0.7 for Effect 1, and 0.4 for
Effect 2 resulted in the following performance improvement: average classification
accuracy (φ) improvement of 2.51%, and an improvement in average classification
confidence (τ) of 5.60%.
6.5. Discussion
We made notable observations at various levels, namely at the level of (a) the entire
network, (b) each classification category, and (c) individual images.
Level A: entire network: After salience training, the SANN model as a whole
experienced an additional dimension: salience. A global salience signal (S) was added as
a single input during training, and a reverse salience signal (S′) was added as an
additional output. The results shows that the image trained with salience produced the
highest reverse salience signal (S′) (see Figure 10) during testing, and that images
similar to the salience-tagged image also produce a relatively high reverse salience signal
(S′) during testing.
Level B: classification category (generic memories): An individual image
tagged with salience would experience, on average, an improvement in classification
accuracy (φ) improvement of 2.51% (see Figure 15A).
Level C: individual images (specific memories): Crucially, the specific
image tagged with salience was positively affected by the salience training. An
individual image tagged with salience would experience, on average, an improvement in
average classification confidence (τ) of 5.60% (see Figure 15B).
A classification accuracy (φ) improvement of 2.51% at the class level may not seem
significant at first, but this result is in fact quite significant. The classification accuracy
benchmark for the neural network before salience training was 77.6%, which was
achieved after 50 epochs of training with a training set of 1000 images per epoch. To
achieve a 2.51% improvement in accuracy, the same network would require an additional
38 epochs of back propagation training, with 1000 input images per epoch: a total total
exposure of 38,000 images (see Figure 17). The results show that the SANN model is
able to achieve this significant improvement in overall classification accuracy with just a
single iteration of global salience training.
Having demonstrated that a classification accuracy (φ) improvement of 2.51% at the
class level is significant, it is then clear that an average classification confidence (τ)
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Fig 15. Having tested the independent impact of salience on the node’s activation
function (Effect 1) and impact on the connection weights (Effect 2), these two
effects were then combined. Simulations were run varying the salience factor for
both Effect 1 and Effect 2, to observe the effects of the average (A) and standard
deviation (B) of the classification accuracy (φ) of the entire network, as well as
the average (A) and standard deviation (B) of the classification confidence (τ) of
each individual images. These results were combined as described in Equation 9 to
calculate the optimal salience factors to ensure optimal performance of the SANN.
The optimal salience factors to maximize the average values of classification accuracy
(φ) and classification confidence (τ), and to minimize the standard deviations of
classification accuracy (φ) and classification confidence (τ) were a salience factor
of 0.4 for Effect 1, and 0.7 for Effect 2. The values with a darker border indicate
the maximum values in each grid.
improvement at the individual level of 5.60% is even more significant. This means that
a strong salience signal attached to an individual image makes its recognition much
more likely. This demonstrates the efficacy of the mechanism whereby a strong salience
signal attached to an individual image strengthens the entire activation pattern
associated with that specific image, which is the central message of this paper.
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Fig 16. After only a single iteration of salience training, the SANN produces a
reverse salience signal (S′). This reverse salience signal is present after Effect 1
only, but is amplified with addition of Effect 2. The reverse salience signal (S′)
is the highest for the handwriting digits in the same classification group as the
salience-tagged image. In this figure, we demonstrate the reverse salience signal for
the scenario where Image #7 (classified as a handwriting digit #1) in the training
set was tagged with salience during training.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a ANN that incorporates some fundamental features
and behaviors that we associate with salience and learning in the cortex, as indicated in
Figure 7. We do not claim that the SANN accurately models the biological salience
system, but rather that the SANN is an artificial neural network model with
architecture inspired by the salience systems in the human brain, leading to important
performance enhancement. Specifically, the SANN incorporates a global salience signal,
modelled on the diffuse projections from the arousal system observed in the cortex.
A SANN accepts a global salience signal in addition to input and output values
representing incoming sensory data. We have not modelled what leads to affect, or its
effect on behaviour, but rather two distinct effects in the cortical network related to
memory. Firstly, it affects each node by altering the activation function. Secondly, it
affects the weights of every connection in the network. In both cases, the impact on the
network is proportional to the activation level of the nodes in the network, which closely
models the effect of the neuromodulators associated with the ascending systems on the
cortex. This is a powerful mechanism underlying learning via neural plasticity, because
it reinforces an entire neural activation pattern in one go.
After the neural network had undergone standard supervised training (on the
MNIST dataset), the SANN model was trained with a single iteration of salience.
Following this training the SANN model produced a reverse salience signal for similar
images to the salience-affected input image during training. In addition, training with
salience strengthened the weights of connection during the single iteration of salience
training, which further increased the reverse salience signal and the classification
accuracy for images similar to the salience-tagged image.
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Fig 17. Combining Effect 1 and Effect 2, the SANN model was able to demonstrate
a 2.51% improvement in accuracy for the class after just a single iteration of
training (a jump from 77.6% to 80.11% accuracy). To highlight the significance
of this achievement, we measure how many additional training epochs using back-
propagation the SANN would have required to achieve the same improvement. To
achieve the same improvement with only back-propagation training, the same network
would require an additional 38 epochs of training, with 1000 input images per epoch:
a total additional exposure of 38,000 images.
Notably, we demonstrated that the SANN can be trained with just a single training
iteration. It was found that the reverse salience signal was proportional to the
magnitude of the input salience signal. We associate this result with the expectation
that single events of high salience can produce a learned response; to the best of our
knowledge, this is the first demonstration of this phenomenon in an ANN.
7.1. Measured performance characteristics
We demonstrated the following characteristics:
(i) The salience signal affect patterns of activated nodes, not just individual nodes,
and not all the nodes in the network equally: rather the entire current pattern of
activation of nodes is either strengthened or weakened.
(ii) The network was able to be trained with the standard training data set, as well as
an additional dimension of an incoming salience signal associated with each image.
(iii) The network produced a reverse salience signal (as an output) for a specific input
and the associated pattern of activation.
(iv) Training with salience had a overall positive impact (2.6% improvement) on the
classification accuracy of the network as a whole.
(v) Training with salience had a positive impact on the classification confidence of the
specific image tagged with salience during training, raising the confidence from
99.85% to 100%.
Specific and generic images: Results The models and results published here link back
into the distinction between generic and specific images (Figure 3). While salience
affects the generic class (e.g. women), it has a heightened effect on the specific memory
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(e.g. your mother) [75] [65]. This also links back to the differentiation between a class
and an instance of a class in object oriented programming [11]. The SANN has shown
that single iteration salience training can affect both the generic class of memories (e.g.
the class: Digit 1), as well as the memory of a specific memory (e.g. Digit 1: Image 7 /
1000). The effect on the specific image that has been tagged with salience is
significantly greater than the effect for the class to which it belongs. This is a key
feature of the way affect (salience) affects cognitive functioning: we recognize specific
contexts or individuals as safe and friendly or threatening and dangerous on the basis of
previous experience, and act accordingly. Enhanced recognition and the reverse salience
signal are both key to this dynamic.
7.2. Research Implications
The research explored here has many implications, especially at the computational,
biological and psychological levels.
At a computation level, the modeling of ongoing regulations in neural networks will
allow us to extract more information (in the form of salience) from a standard ANN,
without significantly adding to the complexity of the ANN structure. Furthermore,
exploring the effect of heightened affective moments on a neural network will enable the
future training of neural networks with a single training iteration. A major point is that
salience signals can strengthen an entire pattern of neural activation at one go. This is
the key feature that makes this architecture so powerful.
At the biological level, one of the puzzling issues about the brain is why evolutionary
selection lead to the very complex “wet” structure of chemical synapses, involving
transformation of the signal from electrical to chemical form and then back again, as
opposed to the much more direct gap junction (electrial) synapses, which are much
faster [42] [9]. Our analysis, following on the work of Edelman [20] [24] [21], provides an
answer: signal transduction via neuromodulators at synapses allows the non-local effects
of the ascending systems to implement the very effective one-time learning process we
have demonstrated in this paper, rather than the customary laborious and
computationally intensive gradient descent algorithms like back-propagation involving
thousands of training events in conventional ANNs. It also allows activation of the
reverse salience signals, a key aspect of how these systems are related to Panksepp’s
primary emotional systems [61] [27], as elucidated in [28].
At a behavioural level, a SANN allows the modeling of the effect of affective states on
memory (for example, adding an emotional tag to significant memories), because the
ascending systems originate in the arousal system which is the seat of affective states.
Thus a SANN potentially represents a key effect of emotions on cortical activity, which
is known to be significant. It does not however model how affect alters perception and
action, which is a different topic [17]; nor does it model what effects trigger salience
signals.
7.3. Future Work
Future work to be done includes:
(i) Extending the SANN to include episodic memory, and not just semantic memory.
This could be achieved by feeding the output back into the input to create a
recurrent neural network. Salience signals would then apply to a sequence of events,
rather than a single event.
(ii) Investigating alternative variations to the sigmoidal activation function at each
node in response to the input salience signal, for example activation function
gradient.
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(iii) Extending the SANN to multi-dimensional salience signals [79].
(iv) Extending the hidden layer size, and the number of hidden layers.
(v) Extending the salience signal to a biologically-accurate spiking-neuron SNN.
(vi) Extension of deep learning reinforcement neural networks [30] to include the
principles laid out here
This research will also eventually be incorporated in a model two of the authors of this
paper (LR and GE) are proposing jointly with A. Mishra of cortico-thalamic
interactions [67]. This models how perception works [31] via top-down predictive
connections from the cortex to the thalamus [1]. Conjoining this with the results of this
paper would open the way to modelling how affect alters perception.
7.4. Supporting Material
The source code for the SANN, as well as records of the tests conducted in this paper,
are publicly available online [66]. For additional information, please contact the authors.
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